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VORTEX

RUNDOWN ON THE RAPA
Activity Booklet for Educators

Introduction

This booklet is intended as a companion to the
VORTEX Instructional Booklet RUNDOWN ON THE

RAPA.  These activities have been designed to help
science educators reinforce concepts presented in
the RUNDOWN ON THE RAPA Instructional Booklet.
Relevant Virginia Math and Science SOL have
been highlighted.  Hands-on activities encourage
problem solving and application of concepts.  Stu-
dent worksheets and relevant illustrations are in-
cluded for each chapter.

 The three chapters in  this Activity Booklet paral-
lel the three chapters in the companion Instructional
Booklet:  Aliens Among Us, Recipes for Reproduc-
tion, and Locals by Land, Aliens by Sea.

Harding, J.M., V.P. Clark, and R. Mann. 2002.  Rundown on the Rapa:  Activity Booklet for Educators.
Virginia Institute of Marine Science, Gloucester Point, VA.  VSG-02-20, VIMS-ES-52 10/2002.

© 2002.  Juliana M. Harding.
All rights reserved.

This publication may be reproduced by educators for instructional use only.  Unless otherwise noted,
all pictures and illustrations contained herein are the property of Juliana M. Harding.  Permission to
reproduce or use any pictures or illustrations separately from the entire publication should be obtained
directly from the authors.  Contact Dr. Juliana Harding (jharding@vims.edu) or Ms. Vicki Clark
(vclark@vims.edu) for additional information.

The citation for this Activity Booklet is:

An adult rapa whelk shell from the Chesapeake Bay.  This
animal was approximately the size of a softball (165 mm
long).
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ALIENS AMONG US

Objective:  Examine Chesapeake Bay snail shells
and identify the non-native veined rapa whelk from
native channelled and knobbed whelks on the ba-
sis of shell morphology and color.

Skills: Observation, communication, hypothesis
testing, and group collaboration.

Relevant Virginia SOL
     LS.5 Classification of organisms
     BIO.5 Life functions
     BIO.7 Examination of local fauna

Materials
1.  One copy of RUNDOWN ON THE RAPA Instruc-

tional Booklet per student.
2a.  If the Individual student assignment format is

chosen:  one copy of the Aliens Among Us
worksheet (page 4 of this booklet) per student.

2b.  If the Small group activity format is chosen:
one copy of the Aliens Among Us  worksheet
(page 4 of this booklet) per student group and, if
possible, one channelled, knobbed, or rapa whelk
shell per group.

Procedure
1.  Ask  students to read the Introduction and chap-
ter entitled  Aliens Among Us in the RUNDOWN ON

THE RAPA Instructional Booklet.
2.  There are three possible formats for this activ-
ity:
A.  Game show format:  Divide students into

groups or research teams.  Ask the groups ques-
tions from the Aliens Among Us worksheet
(page 4 of this booklet).  Within a group have
the students come to a consensus on their team
answer immediately after each question is asked.
Award points for correct answers. The team with
the most points at the end of the game wins.

B.  Individual student assignment: Give each stu-

dent a copy of the Aliens Among Us worksheet
(page 4 of this booklet).  Ask them to  write the
answers to the questions and turn them in to be
evaluated.

C.  Small group format:  Divide the students into
groups or research teams.  Have the students se-
lect one student in each group to be the “Marine
Scientist” first; each student should have a
chance to be the Marine Scientist during the ac-
tivity.  Ask the Marine Scientists to turn around
and pretend that they are on the phone with the
rest of the group.  Have the other students in the
group pretend  that they have just found the
whelk shell given to their group and that they
have called the Marine Scientist for help identi-
fying the shell.  The students must attempt to
describe the whelk shell to the Marine Scientist
without naming the animal and without allow-
ing the Marine Scientist to see or touch the shell.
Students may use the vocabulary and descrip-
tions on page 3 of the Aliens Among Us
worksheet as a reference when attempting to
describe the whelk shells. Marine Scientists may
ask questions to clarify the other students’ de-
scriptions as needed.    After a designated time
interval, ask each Marine Scientist to identify
their group’s shell sight unseen.  Afterwards,
appoint new Marine Scientists in each group and
give each group a different whelk shell.

Related vocabulary
columella:  the central pillar of a coiled gastropod

shell
gastropod:  a member of the Molluscan class Gas-

tropoda characterized by a distinct head, anten-
nae, large foot, and a hard shell.  Snails and
whelks are gastropods.

introduced:  an organism that is not native to a habi-
tat  that has been brought to the habitat by an-
other party.
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native:  an organism whose ancestors have lived
in a habitat for decades or centuries.

non-native: an alien or introduced species.
operculum:  the hard chitonous plate used by gas-

tropods to protect their soft tissue from damage
and dessication when the animal is retracted or
pulled into its shell.

opercular opening:  the opening in a gastropod shell
through which the gastropod retracts into its shell
and which is sealed by the operculum.

siphonal canal:  the protective channel in a gastro-
pod shell through which the animal extends its
siphon out into the environment.

spire:  the top or apex of a gastropod shell.
whelk:  a predatory or carnivorous gastropod.

Suggested discussion questions
1.  What is an alien or non-native or invading spe-

cies?
2.  Why is it important to investigate the location

and abundance of an invading species within a
particular habitat?

3.  Describe some of the ecological impacts an in-
vading species might have on a habitat’s food
web.

4.  Why is it significant that adult veined rapa
whelks are not at risk from any predators in the
Chesapeake Bay once they reach a certain size?

5.  Suggest some ways to reduce the spread of an
alien species in a new habitat.

6.  List several ways alien species invade new habi-
tats.

7.  Are all biological invasions facilitated by hu-
mans?

Answers to questions on the Aliens Among Us
worksheet (page 4):

1.  A predatory or carnivorous marine snail.
2.  Channelled whelk (Busycotypus
canaliculatum) and knobbed whelk (Busycon
carica). Also:  Atlantic oyster drill (Urosalpinx
cinera), thick-lipped oyster drill (Eupleura
caudata) or mottled dog whelk (Nassarius
viber).
3.  Veined rapa whelk (Rapana venosa).
4.   Channelled, knobbed, and veined rapa
whelks.
5.   Bivalves including oysters and hard clams.
6.  The operculum is a hard structure that the
whelk uses to 1) block the opening of its shell to
protect its soft tissue and 2) seal the animal in its
shell when it is out of the water in an attempt to
prevent dehydration and death from exposure to
the air.

A.  Channelled whelk
B.  Channelled or knobbed whelk
C.  Knobbed or veined rapa whelk
D.  Veined rapa whelk
E.  Knobbed or veined rapa whelk
F.  Channelled or knobbed whelk
G.  Veined rapa whelk
H.  Veined rapa whelk
I.  Channelled or knobbed whelk
J.  Channelled, knobbed, and veined rapa whelks
K.  Veined rapa whelk
L.  Channelled, knobbed, and veined rapa
whelks
M.  Veined rapa whelk
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ALIENS AMONG US WORKSHEET

1.  The term “whelk” is used to describe what kind of marine animal?

2.  Name two of the marine snails that are native to the Chesapeake Bay.

3.  Which whelk was discovered in the Chesapeake Bay in 1998?

4.  Which whelks burrow in sandy or muddy bottoms as adults?

5,  What do whelks eat?

6.  What is the function of an operculum?

Identify the type of whelk to which each of the following statements refers.  Each statement will
refer to at least one of the following whelks:  Channelled, Knobbed, or Veined rapa.  Some state-
ments may refer to more than one whelk type.

A. My shell is smooth and sometimes covered by a green or brown velvety coating when I am alive.

B.  I am native to the Chesapeake Bay.

C.  My shell has knobs on its shoulders.

D.  My shell has black or dark brown horizontal stripes in it.

E.  The opercular opening of my shell may be very bright orange or red in color.

F.  My shell is wide at the top and tapers like an hourglass in the middle.

G.  My columella is broad and smooth and large enough to place your finger completely in it.

H.  My shell is thick and almost square because it is almost as wide as it is tall.

I.  My operculum is elliptical or tear-dropped shaped.

J.  I eat hard clams and oysters.

K. Sometimes I live in sandy or muddy areas and  sometimes I am found on rocks.

L.  I use my large muscular foot to walk around and burrow in the sand.

M.  I am native to Japanese and Korean waters.
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RECIPES FOR REPRODUCTION

Objectives
1.  Distinguish veined rapa whelk egg masses from

egg strings laid by native channelled and knobbed
whelks.

2.  Estimate and compare the reproductive poten-
tial of veined rapa whelks and knobbed whelks
over time and relate reproductive potential to bio-
logical invasion success and competition among
species.

Part I:  Whose eggs are they?

Skills:  Observation, communication

Relevant Virginia  SOL
     BIO.5 Life functions
     BIO.7 Examination of local fauna
     BIO.8 Reproductive strategies
     LS.4 Life processes
     LS.5 Classification of organisms

Materials
1.  One copy of RUNDOWN ON THE RAPA Instruc-

tional Booklet per student.
2.  One copy of the “Whose eggs are they?”

worksheet (page 6) per student.

Procedure
1.  Ask students to read the chapter entitled Reci-

pes for Reproduction in the RUNDOWN ON THE

RAPA Instructional Booklet.
2.  Divide students into small groups or research

teams.
3.  Using the “ Whose eggs are they?” worksheet

(page 6), have the students complete the match-
ing activity describing the egg capsules laid by
channelled,knobbed and veined rapa whelks.

4.  Review the answers (given on the bottom of
this page) with the students and compile them to
form class descriptions of the type of egg cap-
sule and group of capsules produced by each
whelk.

5. Discuss the differences in egg capsule shape and
mass or string attachment between native and
non-native whelks.  Ask the student groups to
list advantages and disadvanges of morphologi-
cal differences in egg capsule shape and meth-
ods of attachment.  Have the students make pre-
dictions as to which egg capsule or mass mor-
phology will be most successful in 1) shallow
intertidal habitats with sand bottom, 2) deep ar-
eas with rocky substrate, and 3) estuarine areas
with no natural hard substrate but increasing
amounts of man-made hard structures.

Related vocabulary
egg capsule:  a single packaging unit produced by

a female whelk containing fertilized eggs and nu-
trients to sustain the eggs through development.

egg mass:  a group of rapa whelk egg capsules.
egg string:  a group of channelled or knobbed whelk

egg capsules.

Suggested discussion questions
1.  Why would it be important for whelks to con-

gregate during the mating season from both a
logistical and genetic standpoint?

2.  List some advantages and disadvantages to pro-
ducing egg capsules (as demonstrated by these
whelks) versus simply releasing eggs and sperm
in the water (broadcast spawning)  as done by
oysters and other marine invertebrates.

Answers to Recipes for Reproduction Part I Whose eggs are they? worksheet (page 6):  1. A&B, 2. A&B, 3. C, 4. A,
B&C, 5. A, 6. C, 7. A&B, 8. A&B, 9. B, 10. C, 11. C, 12. A, 13. A, 14. B, 15. C.
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RECIPES FOR REPRODUCTION

Part I:  Whose eggs are they?

Match the type of whelk with the descriptions of egg capsule or egg mass features given below.  Write
the letter for the correct whelk species in front of the appropriate description.  Some descriptions may
apply to more than one whelk species.

A.  Channelled whelk
B.  Knobbed whelk
C.  Veined rapa whelk

_____  1. Produces disk shaped egg capsules that
form strings which look like rotini (spiral pasta)

_____  2. Lays eggs from September through
November

_____  3. Lays tall thin egg capsules in masses
that look like yellow shag carpet

_____  4. Lays more than one group of egg
capsules per season

_____  5. Makes disk shaped egg capsules that
have smooth, tapered edges

_____  6. Cements its egg capsules to each other
and to hard substrate

_____  7. Buries the first part of its egg string in
the sand

_____  8. Produces egg capsules that take 7 to 8
months to hatch

_____  9. Makes disk shaped egg capsules that
have squared edges

_____  10. Lays eggs from May through Septem-
ber

_____  11. Produces egg capsules that hatch in
less than 6 weeks

_____  12. Attaches the first egg capsule in its
string to a piece of hard substrate

_____ 13.

_____ 14.

_____ 15.
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Part II:  How does your family grow?

Skills:  Observation, communication, group col-
laboration, math (graphing), computation

Relevant Virginia SOL
     BIO.5 Life functions
     BIO.7 Examination of local fauna
     BIO.8 Reproductive strategies
     BIO.9 Dynamic equilibria
     LS.4 Life processes
     LS.12 Population dynamics

Materials
1.  One copy of RUNDOWN ON THE RAPA Instruc-

tional Booklet per student.
2.  One copy of the Recipes for Reproduction Part

II:  How does your family grow? worksheet
(pages 8 and 9) per student.

Procedure
1.  Ask students to read the chapter entitled Reci-

pes for Reproduction in the RUNDOWN ON THE

RAPA Instructional Booklet.
2.  Divide students into small groups or research

teams.
3.  Ask half of the research teams in the class to

complete Section A:  Kate Knob of the Recipes
for Reproduction Part II:  How does your family
grow? worksheet (page 8).  Ask the remaining
teams to complete Section B:  Rhonda Rapa of
the  Recipes for Reproduction Part II:  How does
your family grow? worksheet (page 8).

4.  Have each research team present their calcula-
tions and answers to the class.  Check their math
with the answers given below.  Ask the students
to complete the tables  on  page 8 using the class
data.

5.  Using the data in Table 1,  ask the students to
make an X,Y plot or graph comparing Kate
Knob’s reproductive output (number of eggs)
over time with Rhonda Rapa’s.

6.  Use the resulting graphs to discuss some of the
differences in reproductive strategies displayed
by these species and how these differences might
relate to the abilities of rapa whelks to success-
fully invade other habitats.

Related vocabulary
r- selected species:  a species characterized by small

size, early sexual maturity, and smaller offspring.
These species are generally suited to ephemeral
or seasonally unpredictable habitats.

K- selected species: a species characterized by large
size, later sexual maturity, and larger offspring.
These species are generally suited to habitats that
are constant or predictably seasonal in time.

Suggested discussion questions
1.  List some of the advantages and disadvantages

of the different reproductive strategies demon-
strated by Rhonda Rapa and Kate Knob. (Use
the graph as a discussion tool).

2.  Identify Rhonda Rapa and Kate Knob as ex-
amples of either r- or K- selection.  How does
rapa whelk life history differ from the stereotypi-
cal example of r- selection?  How does this en-
hance the rapa whelk’s ability to successfully
invade a new habitat?
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RECIPES FOR REPRODUCTION

Part II:  How does your family grow?

Section A:  Kate Knob
Kat e Knob is a female knobbed whelk.  She started
laying egg strings during the fall of her ninth year.
She has laid egg strings every fall since then.  Kate
lays egg strings composed of disk shaped egg cap-
sules.  Each capsule contains many eggs.  Kate is
now 12.  Use the table below to figure out:
1.  How many total eggs did she lay in each year

that she laid eggs?
2.  What is the cumulative number of eggs that

Kate has laid in her lifetime?

Section B:  Rhonda Rapa
Rhonda Rapa is a female veined rapa whelk.  She
began laying egg masses during her first year.  She
has laid eggs every summer since then.  Rhonda
lays egg masses composed of  cylindrical egg cap-
sules.  Each capsule contains many  eggs. Rhonda
is now 12.  Use the table below to figure out:
1.  How many total eggs did she lay in each year

that she laid eggs?
2.  What is the cumulative number of eggs that

Rhonda has laid in her lifetime?

roraeY
egA

forebmuN
sgnirtsgge

forebmuN
sksidgge
gnirtsrep

forebmuN
repsgge

ksid

latoT
forebmun

sgge

evitalumuC
forebmun

sgge

1 0 0 0

2 0 0 0

3 0 0 0

4 0 0 0

5 0 0 0

6 0 0 0

7 0 0 0

8 0 0 0

9 3 001 05

01 5 09 65

11 4 57 84

21 3 501 54

roraeY
egA

forebmuN
sessamgge

forebmuN
seluspacgge

ssamrep

forebmuN
repsgge

eluspac

latoT
forebmun

sgge

evitalumuC
forebmun

sgge

1 5 53 052

2 7 45 003

3 9 87 051

4 11 28 002

5 01 001 571

6 7 052 004

7 8 002 053

8 01 502 002

9 11 58 004

01 9 421 652

11 21 69 004

21 01 033 572
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RECIPES FOR REPRODUCTION

Part II:  How does your family grow?
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RECIPES FOR REPRODUCTION

Part II:  How does your family grow?
Teacher’s key

roraeY
egA

rebmuN
ggefo
sgnirts

forebmuN
sksidgge
gnirtsrep

forebmuN
repsgge

ksid

latoT
rebmun
sggefo

evitalumuC
forebmun

sgge

1 0 0 0 0 0

2 0 0 0 0 0

3 0 0 0 0 0

4 0 0 0 0 0

5 0 0 0 0 0

6 0 0 0 0 0

7 0 0 0 0 0

8 0 0 0 0 0

9 3 001 05 00051 00051

01 5 09 65 00252 00204

11 4 57 84 00441 00645

21 3 501 54 57141 57786

Calculations for Kate Knob: Calculations for Rhonda Rapa:

raeY
egAro

rebmuN
ggefo
sessam

forebmuN
seluspacgge

ssamrep

forebmuN
repsgge

eluspac

latoT
rebmun
sggefo

evitalumuC
forebmun

sgge

1 5 53 052 05734 05734

2 7 45 003 004311 051751

3 9 87 051 003501 054262

4 11 28 002 004081 058244

5 01 001 571 000571 058716

6 7 052 004 000007 0587131

7 8 002 053 000065 0587781

8 01 502 002 000014 0587822

9 11 58 004 000473 0581662

01 9 421 652 696582 6457492

11 21 69 004 008064 6438043

21 01 033 572 005709 6485134
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RECIPES FOR REPRODUCTION

Part II:  How does your family grow?
Suggested graphing methods
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LOCALS BY LAND, ALIENS BY SEA
Objectives
1.  Quantitatively compare the dispersal mechanisms

used by local whelks in relation to non-native rapa
whelks.

2.  Evaluate the relative success or failure of each with
regard to potential for biological invasions.

Skills: Observation, communication, hypothesizing,
mapping (latitude, longitude).

Relevant Virginia SOL
     BIO.7 Examination of local fauna
     BIO.8 Reproductive strategies
     BIO.9 Dynamic equilibria
     LS.7 Ecosystem relationships
     LS.10 Adaptations for survival
     LS.12 Population dynamics

Materials
1.  One copy of RUNDOWN ON THE RAPA Instructional

Booklet per student.
2.  Two copies of the Locals by Land, Aliens by Sea

worksheet (page 14) per student.

Procedures
1.  Ask students to read the chapter entitled Locals by

Land, Aliens by Sea in the RUNDOWN ON THE RAPA

Instructional Booklet.
2.  Divide students into small groups or research teams.
3.  Ask half of the research teams in the class to work

with data for Kate Knob and the other half to work
with data for Rhonda Rapa.

4.  Using the data given in Table 3.1 and 3.2 (page 13),
ask the students in each group to plot on the map
(page 14) the trajectory given by the latitudes and

longitudes for each of  Kate Knob’s larvae and each
of Rhonda Rapa’s  larvae at hatching and, 5, 10, and
20 days after hatching.

5.  After each group has plotted a trajectory for each
larval snail, have the students use the scale on the
map (page 16) to calculate the distance that each lar-
vae actually travelled.

6.  Have each research team present their maps and
calculations to the class.  Check their math with the
answers given on page 15.  Ask the students to com-
plete Tables 3.1 and 3.2 (page 13) using the class
data.  Make copies of the completed maps so that
every group has one map for Kate Knob’s offspring
and one map for Rhonda Rapa’s veligers.

7.  Use the resulting maps to discuss some of the dif-
ferences in reproductive strategies displayed by these
species and how these differences might relate to the
abilities of rapa whelks to successfully invade other
habitats.

Related vocabulary
larvae:  a baby snail or whelk.
semi-diurnal tidal cycle: a set of two tidal cycles (one

high and one low tide) occuring in a habitat within a
single lunar day (24 hours and 50 minutes).

tidal cycle: a sequence of high and low tides.
veliger:  a swimming Molluscan larvae.

Suggested discussion questions
1.  List some advantages and disadvantages of each

reproductive strategy (crawling vs. swimming larvae).
2. Compare the cumulative and net distances travelled

by the knobbed whelk larvae with the cumulative and
net distances travelled by the rapa whelk veligers.
Which reproductive strategy seems best suited to in-
vading a new habitat?

emiT bonKmoT bonKhteB bonKnhoJ apaRasereT apaRyrraL apaRboB apaRmiJ

5ot0yaD mk62.1 mk62.1 mk59.0 mk59.6 mk24.4 mk12.6 mk50.5

01ot5yaD mk12.2 mk11.2 mk12.2 mk13.21 mk0.8 mk98.11 mk62.9

51ot01yaD mk50.3 mk73.3 mk97.71 mk12.81 mk61.71

02ot51yaD mk98.3 mk12.4 mk48.62 mk73.52

ecnatsidteN mk48.0 mk98.1 mk48.0 mk24.2 mk36.6 mk12.6 mk85.11

Answers to calculations for cumulative and net distances travelled by larval whelks based on the maps (p. 14 and 15).
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Kate Knob

An egg string laid by Kate Knob came to rest on
the bottom in Hampton Roads near Craney Island,
VA (36°56’30”, 76°21’30”).  On April 10, the egg
string hatched and the larval whelks crawled  out
of their egg disks.  Using the tables below, track
the progress that three of Kate’s offspring (Tom,
Beth, John) make after hatching on the map (page
14).  John is eaten by a blue crab on Day 11 post-
hatch.

Table 3.1:  Data for knobbed whelks.

Rhonda Rapa

An egg mass laid by Rhonda Rapa was laid on a
rock off Craney Island, in Hampton Roads, Vir-
ginia(36°56’00”, 76°23’30”).  On July 10, the egg
mass hatched and the veligers swam out into the
water.  Using the tables below, track the progress
that four of Rhonda’s veligers (Teresa, Larry, Jim
and Bob) make after hatching on the map (page
14).  Larry is eaten by a blue crab on Day 11 post-
hatch and Bob is carried into low salinity water on
Day 16 post hatch and dies on Day 17.

Table 3.2:  Data for rapa whelks.

emiT klehW edutitaL edutignoL

evitalumuC
ecnatsid
dellevart

)mk(

hctaH moT 63 ° "03'65 67 ° "03'12 0

hteB 63 ° "03'65 67 ° "03'12 0

nhoJ 63 ° "03'65 67 ° "03'12 0

5yaD moT 63 ° "00'65 67 ° "00'12

hteB 63 ° "00'75 67 ° "00'12

nhoJ 63 ° "03'65 67 ° "00'22

01yaD moT 63 ° "00'65 67 ° "03'12

hteB 63 ° "03'65 67 ° "00'12

nhoJ 63 ° "00'75 67 ° "03'12

51yaD moT 63 ° "03'65 67 ° "03'12

hteB 63 ° "00'75 67 ° "03'02

nhoJ

02yaD moT 63 ° "00'75 67 ° "03'12

hteB 63 ° "03'65 67 ° 03'02

nhoJ

emiT klehW edutitaL edutignoL

evitalumuC
ecnatsid
dellevart

)mk(

hctaH asereT 63 ° "00'65 67 ° "03'32 0

yrraL 63 ° "00'65 67 ° "03'32 0

boB 63 ° "00'65 67 ° "03'32 0

miJ 63 ° "00'65 67 ° "03'32 0

5yaD asereT 63 ° "00'85 67 ° "00'91

yrraL 63 ° "03'65 67 ° "00'02

boB 63 ° "00'85 67 ° "03'02

miJ 63 ° "03'75 67 ° "00'52

01yaD asereT 63 ° "03'85 67 ° "00'61

yrraL 63 ° "03'45 67 ° "00'02

boB 63 ° "03'85 67 ° "03'32

miJ 63 ° "00'55 67 ° "00'42

51yaD asereT 73 ° "00'00 67 ° "03'91

yrraL

boB 63 ° "00'85 67 ° "03'62

miJ 63 ° "00'75 67 ° "00'12

02yaD asereT 63 ° "03'75 67 ° "03'32

yrraL

boB

miJ 63 ° "03'75 67 ° "00'61
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Virginia
Environmental
EndowmentVORTEX

VIRGINIA
Chesapeake Bay Restoration
Fund Advisory Committee

FRIEND OF THE CHESAPEAKE

What is VORTEX?

Virginia’s Oyster Reef Teaching EXperience (VORTEX) is a multi-component program  focusing on
the importance of oyster reef communities in the Chesapeake Bay ecosystem. VORTEX is designed
specifically for science educators by the Virginia Insitute of Marine Science.  The program includes a
series of workshops and multimedia materials (i.e., a CD ROM and Internet web sites).  All program
components are designed to provide a basic biological and ecological background to enable partici-
pants to integrate program  materials into hands-on science lessons that support selected Virginia Stan-
dards of Learning in Science.

Program partners and co-sponsors include:
 Virginia Institute of Marine Science Department of Fisheries Science

  Virginia Sea Grant Marine Advisory Program
  Virginia Environmental Endowment

  Chesapeake Bay Restoration Fund Advisory Committee

For more information, visit the VORTEX web site at:   www.vims.edu/fish/oyreef/vortex.html or contact
Juliana Harding (jharding@vims.edu),  Vicki Clark (vclark@vims.edu), or Roger Mann
(rmann@vims.edu).

VORTEX
Virginia’s Oyster Reef Teaching EXperience

An Educational Program for Virginia Science Educators


